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Elementary Curriculum Demands Students Be “Agents of
Change”
From FreedomProject Media:

As part of a “Racial Literacy Curriculum,”
elementary-school students across at least
eight states are being ordered to become
racist “agents of change” and engage in
fringe left-wing activism. But the program is
stirring nationwide criticism and ridicule
after being exposed.

The controversial curriculum, which targets
students from Kindergarten through 8th
grade, reads almost like a parody written by
conservatives to mock unhinged “social
justice” warriors. But it is very real,
unfortunately, and the damage it will do to
children and America is real, too.

The bizarre program to turn young children into brainwashed “change agents” for tyranny was first
reported by Marina Medvin at Townhall.com. Under the headline “Leftist Activism Is A Requirement Of
New Elementary School Curriculum,” Medvin highlighted some of the most grotesque components.

In 3rd grade, for example, students will learn “Stories of Activism – How One Voice Can Change a
Community.” As part of that, students are expected to understand “how we can be agents of communal,
social, political, and environmental change.” The following year, 4th grade children will be taught to
“critique and dispel Eurocentric perspectives that favor a myopic appearance of race,” the curriculum
states. Medvin said this was the most racist component, teaching students to demonize and devalue
achievements of any person or nation without enough melanin.

To read the rest of the article, click here.
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